CHAPTER 1
ELECTRIC CHARGES AND FIELDS
Quantisation of Charge
Charge of any body is an integral multiple of (charge of an electron) an electronic charge.
Q = ± ne where n = 1,2,3……
Coulomb’s inverse square law in electrostatics: Coulomb’s law states that the electrostatic force
between two stationary point charges is directly proportional to the product of the magnitudes
of the charges and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them.
F=

1
4 π εo

q1 q2
r2

Electric line of force
It is defined as the path along which a unit positive charge would move if it is free to do so.
Properties of Electric Lines of Force: a) They start from a positive charge and end at
negative charge,

b) They are continuous, c) Never intersect each other, d) In a uniform

electric field, they are parallel, and e) They do not form closed loops.
Electric dipole: is Two equal and opposite charges separated by a small distance.
Electric dipole moment: is defined as the product of magnitude of one of the charges and length
of the dipole.

p=q ×2 a

Its unit is C m and is a vector having direction from -q to +q

Expression for the torque acting on an electric dipole placed in a uniform electric field
Torque, τ = Force x Perpendicular distance = qE x BC = qE x 2a sin θ
“

= (q x 2a)E sin θ or

Torque, τ = pE sin θ

Expression for the electric field at a point
(i) on the axial line of an electric dipole
Electric Intensity at P due to +q Charge, E+q =

Electric Intensity at P due to -q Charge, E−q =

1
q

4 π ε0 (r−a)2

1
q

4 πε0 (r +a)2

Total Electric field at P at P,  E=

1 2p

4 π ε0 r 3

(ii) on the equatorial line of a dipole
Electric Intensity at P due to +q Charge,

E+q =

Electric Intensity at P due to -q Charge,

E−q =

Total Electric field at P,

E=

1
q
2
4 π ε0 (r + a2 )

1
q
2
4 πε0 (r +a2 )

1 p

4 π ε0 r 3

Gauss’s theorem in electrostatics: Gauss’s theorem states that the total electric flux over a closed
surface enclosing a charge is equal to 1/є0 times the net charge enclosed.
(i) Electric field due to a straight infinitely long charged wire
Electric Flux through the curved surface ,Φ 1=E ×2 πrl
Electric Flux through the end faces, Φ 2=0
Total Electric Flux, Φ=E ×2 πrl
By Gauss’s theorem, Φ=

1
1
×q = ε λl
0
ϵ0

There fore , E=

1 λ
2π ϵ0 r

(ii) Electric field due to an infinitely large plane sheet
Electric Flux through the curved surface, Φ 1=0
Electric Flux through the end faces, Φ 2=E ×2 A
Total Electric Flux, Φ=E ×2 A
By Gauss’s theorem, Φ=

1
1
×q = ε σ A
0
ϵ0

There fore , E=

(iii) Electric field due to a spherical shell of charge
Electric Flux through the Gaussian surface, Φ=E x 4 π r 2

σ
2 ϵ0

1

∫ E . ds= ϵ

0

×q

By Gauss’s Theorem, Φ=

1
× q = 4 π R2 σ
ϵ0

Case (i) Electric field on the shell:

E=

R2
σ
E= ε0 2
r

or

σ
& Case (ii) Electric field inside the shell: E = 0
ϵ0

Electrostatic Shielding: The vanishing of Electric field inside a charged conducting cavity is
called ‘electrostatic shielding’.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CHAPTER 2
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL AND CAPACITANCE
1) Expression for effective capacitance when capacitors are connected in:
(i) Series

1
1 1 1
= + +
C s C1 C 2 C 3

(ii) Parallel

C p =C1 +C 2+ C3

2) Expression for energy stored in a capacitor

1
Energy Stored , U= C V 2
2

3) Capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor Charge ,Q=

Electric Potential, V =E × d

V=

σ
A

σ
×d
ϵ0

Capacitance , C=

ϵ0 A
d

4) Capacitance of a Parallel plate capacitor depend upon:
a) Area of the Plates, b) Distance between the plates, and c) Dielectric medium
5) S.I unit of Capacitance – Farad (F)
6) Equipotential surface: It is a surface having same potential at all points.
7) Propertiese: Two equipotential surfaces will never intersect, work done to move a charge in a
equipotential surface is zero and electric lines of force pass normal to an equipotential surface.
8) Electric potential is scalar quantity, Unit – volt (V) or (J/C or JC –1)
10) Electron volt (eV): 1 eV =1.6 × 10−19 J
11) Van de Graaff Generator: It is a device used to create very high electrostatic potential.

CHAPTER 3
CURRENT ELECTRICITY
Electric Current (I): It is the rate of flow of charges. Unit is ampere (A) or C/s. It is a Scalar.
Drift Velocity (vd): is the average velocity acquired by an electron in an external electric field.
Relation between drift velocity and current:

I =neAv d

Mobility (µ): It is defined as the ratio of magnitude of the drift velocity to electric field strength.
Ohm’s law:

I t states that ‘at constant temperature the current flowing through a conductor is

directly proportional to potential difference between the ends of the conductor.

i.e., V = IR

Factors affecting the resistance of a conductor: a) Nature of the conductor, b) Length ‘l’ of the
conductor (directly proportional), c) Area of cross-section ‘A’ (Inversely proportional), and
Temperature

(directly proportional)

Ohmic substances: are substances which obey ohms law. Their V-I graph is linear. Eg: Metals.
Non–ohmic substances: are substances which do not obey ohm’s law. Their V-I graph is nonlinear.
Eg:-Semiconductors, diodes, vacuum tubes.
Expressions for the effective resistance when resistors are connected in:
(i) series
RS =R1 + R2 + R3
(ii)

parallel
1
1 1 1
= + +
R P R1 R2 R3

Wheatstone’s Bridge:
Balancing condition (Wheatstone’s Principle) is

P R
=
Q S

Meter Bridge: It works on the Wheatstone’s principle.
At the balancing condition
and

P R
=
Q S

Unknown Resistance X =

Rl
100−l

Potentiometer: (Principle): E α l

or

Vαl

Uses: Potentiometer is used:
(i) To compare the emfs of two cells (E1/E2)

(ii) To find the internal resistance of a cell (r)

E1 l 1
=
E2 l 2

E1 ∝l 1 and E2 ∝l 2 therefore

E ∝l 1 and

R( l1 −l 2)
ER
∝ l2 therefore r =
R +r
l2

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CHAPTER 4
MOVING CHARGES AND MAGNETISM
Lorentz Force:

F= qE + q(V×B)

Work done by the Lorentz force is ‘Zero’.
Cyclotron

m v2
=qvB
r

T=

Cyclotron frequency=

qB
2 πm

2 πm
qB

Biot–Savart’s Law: dB=

μ 0 I dl sinθ
4π
r2

Magnetic field on the axis of a circular current loop
using Biot-Savart’s Law
B=

μ 0 NIa
2

3
2 2

2(r +a )

Ampere’s circuital Theorem: states that the line integral of magnetic
field over a closed path is equal to μ0 times the total current
enclosed by the path.

i.e.,

Moving Coil Galvanometer (MCG)
At equilibrium,

Cθ=NIAB

∴ θ=

NIAB
C

or

θ=KI

or θ ∝ I
Conversion a galvanometer into an ammeter
Galvanometer can be converted into ammeter by
connecting a very small resistance (shunt resistance) in
parallel with it.
Conversion a galvanometer into a Voltmeter
Galvanometer can be converted into voltmeter
by connecting a large resistance in series with it.
Here,

∴ R=

V = IgG + IgR

V
−G
Ig

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CHAPTER 5
MAGNETISM & MATTER

Gauss’s Law in magnetism:
Magnetic elements of earth:

∫ B . ds=0

This means magnetic monopoles does not exist.

1. Horizontal component of earth’s magnetic field (BH)

2. Angle of declination (D): is the angle between the geographic and magnetic meridians.
3. Angle of Dip or inclination (I): is the angle between ‘B’ and ‘BH’.
Diamagnetic substances: are substances which experiences weak force of repulsion in a magnetic
field.

Eg: Au, Zn, Cu, Hg, Bi, Sb, Pb, Ag, P

Paramagnetic substances: are substances which experiences a weak force of attraction in
a magnetic field.

Eg: Al, Na, K, Ba Ca, Sr, Cr, Mn

Ferromagnetic substances: are substances which experience strong force of attraction in a
magnetic field.
Eg: Iron, Cobalt, Nickel

Diamagnetic

Paramagnetic

Ferromagnetic

μ is slightly less than one and - ive μ is slightly > 1

μ is highly + ive

Does not Obeys Curie’s Law

Obeys Curie’s Law

Obeys Curie’s Law

χ is slightly - ive

χ is slightly + ive

χ is highly + ive

Magnetic Hysterisis: The lagging of magnetic induction (B) behind
the magnetic intensity (H) is called ‘magnetic hysteresis’.
Retentivity: The magnetic induction (Br) left in the material, when the
magnetic intensity (H) is reduced to zero is called ‘retentivity’
Coercivity: The magnetic intensity that must be applied in the opposite
direction so as to cancel the residual magnetism is called ‘coercivity’.
Properties of a permanent magnet: 1) High retentivity, 2) High
coercivity, 3) Large area for hysteresis loop, and 4) High permeability.

Eg: Steel, Alnico, cobalt

steel
Properties of a Electromagnet: 1) Low retentivity, 2) Low coercivity, 3) High permeability, and 4)
Small area for hysteresis loop. Eg: - Soft iron
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CHAPTER 6
ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION
Electromagnetic Induction: Whenever the magnetic flux linked with a coil changes, an emf is
induced in the coil. This process is called ‘electromagnetic induction’.
Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction: The magnitude of the induced emf is
equal to the rate of change of magnetic flux.

i.e.,

Lenz’s law : The direction of the induced e.m.f. is always such as to oppose the
rate of change of magnetic flux.

i.e.,

Fleming's Right Hand Rule (FRHR)
If we stretch the thumb and the first two fingers of our right hand in mutually perpendicular
directions and if the forefinger points in the direction of the magnetic field, thumb in the direction of
motion of the conductor, then the central finger points in the direction of current induced in the
conductor.

Eddy currents: Whenever the magnetic flux linked with a metallic block changes, an e.m.f. is
induced in it. And due to this e.m.f., circulating currents are produced in the metallic block. These
circulating currents are called ‘eddy currents’. Its applications are: Electromagnetic damping,
Speedometer, Induction Furnace, and Magnetic braking in trains.
Motional EMF:

Motional emf , ε=Blv

where B- Magnetic Flux density, l- length of the

conductor, and v- velocity of the conductor.
Self induction: When the current through a coil changes an emf is induced in it. Unit is henry (H).
Expression for the self-inductance of a solenoid: Φ=BAN
But Φ=LI

∴

But

B=μ 0 n I

∴ Φ=μ0 nIAN

L=μ 0 nAN

Spark in a Switch is due to Self Induction, Principle of Choke Coil is Self Induction.
Choke coil is preferred to a resistor in florescent lamps because there is no wastage of energy.
Mutual induction: When current through a coil changes an e.m.f. is induced in the neighbouring
coil. This is called 'mutual induction'. Its unit is henry (H).
1
Energy , U= L I 2
2

Energy Stored in a Inductor:

Principle behind the working of some devices:
AC Generator: A.C. generator works on the principle
of electromagnetic induction. In a generator mechanical
energy is converted in to electric energy.
induced emf , ε=NABω Sinωt

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CHAPTER 7
ALTERNATING CURRENT
Root Mean Square value (RMS)
RMS Value of Current , I rms =

I0
=0.707 I 0
√2

RMS Value of Voltage ,V rms =

V0
=0.707 V 0
√2

Inductive reactance: X L =Lω or X L =L× 2 πf Unit of inductive reactance – ohm (Ω)
Capacitive reactance:

XC =

1
1
or X C =
Unit of capacitative reactance– ohm (Ω)
Cω
C ×2 πf

Resistor only circuit
V =V 0 Sinωt I =I 0 Sinωt

Inductor only circuit

Capacitor only circuit

π
V =V 0 Sinωt I =I 0 sin (ωt− )
2

Current and voltage are
in same phase.

π
V =V 0 Sinωt I =I 0 sin (ωt + )
2

Current lags behind the

Current leads the

voltage by ‘π/2’

voltage by ‘π/2’

LCR Series Circuit
V =V 0 Sinωt I=I 0 sin (ωt−Φ )
Impedance , Z =√ R 2+( X C −X L )2
Resonance in a series LCR circuit: When the inductive reactance
becomes equal to the capacitative reactance, maximum current
flows through the circuit. This phenomenon is called ‘resonance’ and the frequency at which
resonance occurs is called ‘reasonant frequency’.
At resonance, X L =X C

Reasonant frequency , f r=

1
2 π √ LC

At reasonance, X L =X C , Z= R, Current is maximum, and Power factor is Unity
Quality factor (Q): is defined as the ratio of inductive reactance
or the capacitive reactance to the resistance at resonance.
Impedance Triangle: It is a right angled triangle with
ohmic resistance (R) the base, net reactance (XC – XL)
the altitude and impedance (Z) the hypotenuse.

Power consumed by a series LCR circuit: The average power consumed by a series LCR circuit
in a complete cycle of ac = Apparent power x Power factor = Vrms x Irms x cos Φ
Watt less current (idle current): In an a.c. circuit containing an inductor or capacitor only, the
average power consumed is zero. Current in such circuits are called ‘wattless current’.
Transformer: Transformer works on the principle of mutual induction.
Power losses in a transformer: 1) Eddy loss, 2) Joule loss,
3) Flux leakage, & 4) Magnetic Hysteresis loss.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CHAPTER 8
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES

Properties of EM waves: 1) Oscillating EF and MF in phase. 2) Have Transverse wave nature.
3) Require no material medium for its propagation. 4) Propagate with the speed of light in vacuum.
5) Carry momentum as well as energy.
•

Sun is the natural source of electromagnetic waves.

•

Relation between E and B is

•

Harmful UV rays are absorbed by the ozone layer.

•

IR rays (heat waves or thermal radiation) produce greenhouse effect and global warming.

c=

E0
B0

Expression of e.m. wave : For a wave of frequency 'ν', wavelength 'λ', propagating along
x- direction,

Ey = E0 sin (kx – ωt) = E0 sin (2πx/λ – 2πft) = E0 sin 2π (x/λ – ft) (where k = 2 π/λ,

is ‘Propagation constant’) and By = B0 sin (kx – ωt) = B0 sin (2πx/λ – 2πft) = B0 sin 2π (x/λ – ft)
Electromagnetic Spectrum: It is an orderly arrangement of electromagnetic waves from radio
waves of largest wave length to gamma rays of shortest wave length.

Different types of electromagnetic waves, in order of decreasing wavelengths
Easy way to remember .... : “Run Machines of India Viru, UV and eXploding Gambhir”
No

Type

Wavelength

Production

range

Detection

Uses

Rapid acceleration
1

Radio

and

> 0.1 m

decelerations Receiver’s

of

electrons

in aerials

In communication using radio, TV, etc.

aerials
2

Microwave

0.1 m - 1 mm
(mm = 10

–3

Klystron valve or Point contact

m) magnetron valve

diodes

mobile phone, microwave oven, etc.

Thermopiles,
3

Infra-red

1 mm - 700 nm Vibration of atoms IR
(nm = 10 – 9 m) and molecules

In RADAR, Satellite communication,

photographic
film

Physiotherapy, infrared photography,
for

determination

of

molecular

structure.

Electrons in atoms

4

Visible light 700 nm - 400 nm

emit

light

when The eye,

they

move

from Photocells,

one energy level to Photographic
a

lower

To see objects.

energy film

level
Inner
5

UV
(ultraviolet)

400 nm - 1nm

shell

electrons in atoms Photocells,

Produce vitamin D in our skin, to

moving from one Photographic

purify water,

energy level to a film

to sterilize bottled water.

lower level
X-ray
6

X-rays

tubes

1 nm - 10 –3 nm inner

or Photographic
shell film, Ionisation

electrons

chamber

To take X ray photograph of human
body, to study crystal structure.
For cancer treatment, study of nuclear

7

Gamma rays

<10 –3 nm

Radioactive decay
of the nucleus

“

structure,

to

sterilize

surgical

Instruments, to detect cracks in vessels
and underground metal pipes etc.

Greenhouse effect: This is the phenomenon which keeps the earth’s surface warm at night.

CHAPTER 9
RAY OPTICS AND OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS
Laws of reflection of light: (i) < i = < r and (ii) The incident ray, the reflected ray and the normal
at the point of incidence all lie in the same plane.
Pole (P). It is the centre of the spherical mirror.
Principal axis (axis along PC).

Principal focus (F).

Relation between ‘f’ and ‘R’:

f = R/2.

Focal length (f = FP).

or R = 2f

The mirror equation (Law of Distances): The mirror equation is a mathematical
equation connecting object distance (u), image distance (v), and the focal length (f)
of a spherical mirror.
Linear magnification(m): The ratio of the height of the image to that of the object.m = hi/ho = -v/u
or

m=

f
=
f −u

f −v
f

m +ive - virtual and erect image & m –ive - real and inverted image.

Spherical Aberration: The inability of a spherical mirror of large aperture to bring all the rays of
a wide beam of light falling on it to focus at a single point is called “spherical aberration”. It can
be reduced by:1) using spherical mirrors of smaller aperture, 2) by using parabolic mirrors

and

3) by using stoppers so as to cut off marginal rays.
Uses of Convex Mirrors: As rear view mirrors in automobiles/Uses of Parabolic Mirrors: As
antennas, as reflectors in search lights and the headlights of vehicles, and in astronomical telescopes
Uses of Concave Mirrors: As shaving mirror, make up mirror, head mirrors
Practical application of refraction: The apparent depth, Apparent shift in the position of the sun
at sunrise and sunset, Apparent flattening of the sun at sunrise and sunset.
Total internal reflection (TIR): The phenomenon in which a ray of light travelling at an angle of
incidence greater than the critical angle from denser to a rarer medium is totally reflected back into
the denser medium itself is called total internal reflection.
i for which r = 900 is called critical angle (c).

Necessary conditions for TIR: 1) Light from Denser to a rarer medium and 2) i > c.
n=

Relation between critical angle and refractive index:
Applications of total internal reflection:

1
sin c

1) Sparkling of diamond, 2) Mirage, 3) Totally

reflecting prisms; Such prisms may be used in three ways:
i) To deviate a ray through 900

ii) To invert an image with deviation of rays through 1800

iii) To invert an image without deviation (Erecting prisms)

4) Optical fibre
(n2)
n1 > n2
(n1)

Lens maker’s formula:

1
1
1
=(n21−1)[ − ]
f
R1 R 2
1

For the interface ABC

2

For the interface ADC
For a thin lens, BI1 = DI1 and adding (1) & (2),
we get
If the object is at infinity, OB → ∞ and DI = f, then (3) gives
Applying sign convention, BC1 = + R1 and DC2 = –R2

∴ 4 gives

3
4
5

Thin lens formula:
Then 3 and

1 1 1
− = Draw the above 2 figures and write upto equation
v u f
n1 n1 n1
+ =
OB DI f

4 gives

4 ..

5

Applying the sign convention and substituting BO = – u, DI = +v, we get
6

This is ‘thin lens formula’.

Power of a lens: P = 1/f. Unit is dioptre (D).
Convex lens P +ive & concave lens P –ive
Refraction through a prism
At minimum deviation, r = A/2 … (1) & i = (A + D)/2 ….(2)
From Snell’s law,

n=

sin i
sin r

( A+ D)
]
2
∴ n=
( A)
sin [
]
2
sin [

Dispersion by a Prism: The phenomenon of splitting of white light into its component colours on
passing through a refracting medium is called ‘dispersion of light’. Dispersion takes place because
the refractive index of the refracting medium is different for
different wavelengths. The red colour is deviated the least and
the violet is deviated the most.
Some natural phenomena due to sunlight
1. The rainbow: The rainbow is nature’s most spectacular
display of the spectrum of light, produced by refraction,
dispersion and internal reflection of sunlight by spherical rain drops. is called the primary
rainbow and is called the secondary rainbow.
Primary rainbow: The inner brighter rainbow (with red colour on the top and violet on the
bottom) is a result of 3-step process: refraction, reflection and refraction.
Secondary rainbow: The outer fainter rainbow (with violet colour on the top and red on the
bottom) is a result of a 4-step process: refraction, two internal reflections and refraction.
2. Scattering of light: This is the phenomenon in which light is deflected from its path due to its
interaction with the particles of the medium through which it passes. Daily life phenomena based
on scattering of light are: Blue colour of sky, white clouds, the red hues of sunrise and sunset, red
danger signals the rainbow, the brilliant colours of some pearls, shells, and wings of birds.

If the earth had no atmosphere, there would be no scattering of light, the sky would
appear black and stars could be seen during day hours.
Optical instruments: (I) The human eye
The ability of the eyelens to focus the images of objects at various distances on the retina is called
‘accommodation’.
Common defects of vision
1.Myopia (near-sightedness): Vision defect in which a person can see nearby objects clearly but
cannot see the distant objects clearly & corrected by concave lens.
2.Hypermetropia (long-sightedness): Vision defect in which a person can see distant objects
clearly but cannot see the nearby objects clearly & corrected by convex lens.
3. Presbyopia: In this defect, a person in old age cannot see nearby objects distinctly, but can see
distant object without any difficulty & corrected by convex lens.
4. Astigmatism:

A defect of vision in which a person cannot simultaneously see both the

horizontal and vertical views of an object with same clarity & corrected by cylindrical lens.
II. Simple microscope: A simple microscope or a magnifying glass is just a convex lens of short
focal length held close to the eye.
The linear magnification ‘m’ (for the image formed at
the near point D) by a simple microscope is
or

m=1+

D
f

The magnifying power is greater when the object is seen in
violet light.

When the image is at infinity,

m=

D
f

III. Compound microscope: When the final image is formed at
infinity,
Resolving Power of a Microscope:
The resolving power of a microscope is defined as the
reciprocal of the distance
between two objects which can be just resolved when
seen through the microscope.
i.e.,

Resolving Power =

2 n sin θ
λ

CHAPTER 10
WAVE OPTICS
Wavefront : A ‘wavefront’ is a surface of constant phase. There are three types of wavefronts:
1) Spherical wavefront due to a point source, 2) Cylindrical wavefront due to a linear source,
and 3) Plane wavefront due to distant point or linear source.
Huygens principle: According to Huygens’ principle, each point on a wavefront is a source of
secondary wavelets (spheres) which spread out in all directions with the speed of the wave and the
new wavefront at any later time is given by the common tangent to all these wavelets (spheres).
Doppler effect of light: The apparent change in the frequency of light whenever there is a relative
motion between source of light and observer, is called Doppler effect of light.
When the source moves away - red shift &bWhen the source moving towards - blue shift.
Principle of superposition of waves:
Coherent sources
Two sources of light which continuously emit waves of same frequency (or wavelength) with
a zero or constant phase difference between them, are called coherent sources.
Conditions for obtaining two coherent sources of light: 1) The two sources of light must be
obtained from a single source by some method, 2) The two sources must give monochromatic light,
and 3) The path difference between the waves arriving on the screen from the two sources must not
be too large.
Interference of light
When two light waves of same wavelength, same amplitude and zero or constant phase
difference are allowed to superimpose, there will be alternate bright and dark regions. This
phenomenon is called ‘interference’.
Intensity is proportional to the square of the amplitude (I α a2).

Intensity during interference:

Conditions for sustained interference: 1) The two sources should
be coherent, 2) The two sources must be narrow, 3) The two sources
must lie close to each other, and 4) The distance between the two
sources and the screen should be large.
Young’s Double Slit Experiment
The path difference (δ) when the lights from ‘S1’ and ‘S2’
reaches the point P is given by

δ = θ. D = xd/D …………. (1)

Band width (Fringe width-β): The
band width is the distance between
the two consecutive bright bands or
two consecutive dark bands.
Band width, β = (D/d)λ ………. (4)
Bright and dark bands are of the
same width and equally spaced on
either side of the central maximum (central bright band). To increase the band width: 1) decrease
d, 2) increase λ, and 3) increase D.
Diffraction: The phenomenon of bending of light
around the corners of small obstacles or apertures
and its consequent spreading into the regions of
geometrical shadow is called ‘diffraction’ of light.
Diffraction at a Single Slit
Path difference,

p = d sin θ ~ d.θ

Width of central maximum = 2λD/d.
Positions of maxima and minima: The central maximum

Intensity distribution curve

is at θ = 0 and other secondary maxima at θ = (n+1/2) λ /a, where ‘a’ is the slit width and has
minima (zero intensity) at θ = n λ /a, where n = ±1, ±2, ±3, ... ∴, the
Difference between interference and diffraction
Interference
1. Interference is due to the superposition of
light from two coherent sources.
2. All fringes are of equal width.
3. Fringes have same intensity.
4. Large number of fringes are obtained.

Diffraction
Diffraction is due to the superposition of
secondary waves from the same wavefront.
Fringes are of unequal width.
Intensity falls rapidly.
Only a few fringes are obtained.

Polarisation: The phenomenon of restricting the oscillations of a wave to just one direction in the
transverse plane is called ‘polarisation’ of waves. Polarisation reveals transverse wave nature of
light.

Plane of vibration: is the plane which contains vibrations.
Plane of polarisation: is the plane perpendicular to the plane of vibration.
Law of Malus: I α cos2θ or I = I0 cos2θ, where ‘I0’ is the maximum intensity of transmitted light
Polarisation by reflection: Brewster’s law:

tan p = n.

The angle of incidence at which a beam of unpolarised
light falling on a transparent surface is reflected as a beam

p

of completely plane polarised light is called ‘polarising angle’
or ‘Brewster angle’ (p). It is also denoted by ‘iB’

n

or ‘iP’.

From Snell’s law, sin p / sin r = n
or

sin p / cos p = n

or

tan p = n

This is called Brewster’s law.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CHAPTER 11
DUAL NATURE OF RADIATION AND MATTER
Work function (W or Φ0): The minimum amount of energy required by an electron to just escape
from the metal surface is called work function of the metal. Unit is electron volt (eV).
Electron volt (eV): One electron volt is the kinetic energy gained by an electron when it is
accelerated through a potential difference of one volt.

1 eV = 1.602 x 10-19 J.

Photoelectric effect: When light of sufficiently high frequency falls on a metal surface, electrons
are emitted. This phenomenon is called photoelectric effect. It takes place faster in those metals
whose work function is very low.
Properties of photons are: 1) Rest mass zero, 2) Energy, E = hυ
& 3) Speed = c in free space
Experimental Study of Photoelectric Effect – Inferences
1. Effect of intensity of light on photoelectric current:
The number of photoelectrons emitted per second
is proportional to the intensity of incident radiation.
2. Effect of potential on photoelectric current
The photoelectric current increases with the increase in
‘accelerating potential’ till a stage is reached when the
photoelectric current becomes maximum and does not

increase further with the increase in the accelerating potential.

This maximum value of the

photoelectric current is called the ‘saturation current’.
The value of the retarding potential at which the photoelectric current becomes zero is called ‘cut
off’ or ‘stopping potential’ for the given frequency of the incident radiation.
3. Effect of frequency of incident radiation on stopping
potential:
The value of stopping potential increases with the
frequency of incident radiation. For frequencies υ3 > υ2 >
υ1, the corresponding stopping potentials vary in the order
V03 > V02 > V01.
The minimum value of the frequency of incident
radiation below which the photoelectric emission stops altogether is called ‘threshold frequency’.
Laws of photoelectric emission: 1) The saturation current is directly proportional to the intensity
of incident radiation., 2) For a given photosensitive material, there exists a certain minimum cut-off
frequency (threshold frequency) below which no photoelectrons are emitted, howsoever high is the
intensity of incident radiation, and 3) Above the threshold frequency, the stopping potential or
equivalently the maximum kinetic energy of the photoelectrons is directly proportional to the
frequency of incident radiation, but is independent of its intensity, and 4) The photoelectric
emission is an instantaneous process.
Einstein’s Photoelectric Equations
Energy of the incident photon = Work function + KEMax of photoelectron
or

E = W + Kmax or

h υ = W + ½ m v2max = h υ0 + ½ m v2max …(1)

or ½ m v2max = h υ – h υ0 = h (υ – υ0) ...(2)

or ½ m v2max = h (c/λ – c/λ0) = h c (1/λ – 1/λ0) …(3)

(1), (2), and (3) are called Einstein’s photoelectric equations.
Determination of Planck’s constant graph: Slope of the graph, m = tan θ = h/e. ∴ h = e x m
i.e., Planck’s constant = e x slope of the graph.
Matter waves (de Broglie waves): The waves associated with material particles in motion are
called ‘matter waves’ and their wavelength is called ‘de Broglie wavelength’.
de Broglie’s wave equation: λ = h/(mc) = h/p where ‘λ’ is called de Broglie’s wave equation for
a material particle.
de Broglie wavelength of an electron:
λ = h/p = h/√(2mK) = h/√(2meV). Substituting the values, we getλ = 12.3/√V A°.

Davisson-Germer experiment:
When the accelerating voltage was 54 V and
scattering angle 50°, there obtained a strong peak in the
graph.

This is due to the constructive interference of

waves associated with electrons scattered from different
layers of the regularly spaced atoms of the nickel crystal.
We have, λ = 12.3/√V A° = 12.3/√54 = 1.66 A°. This is very
close to the experimental value. Hence existence of matter
wave is proved.
CHAPTER 12
ATOMS
Alpha particle scattering experiment (Rutherford’s expt./Geiger-Marsden expt./Gold foil expt.)

A beam of α-particle wad made to fall on a very thin gold foil and the scattered α-particles
were observed through a rotatable detector consisting of zinc sulphide screen and a microscope.
The scattered alpha-particles on striking the screen produced brief light flashes or scintillations.
Observations: 1) Most of the α-particles passed straight
through the foil, and 2) A few α-particles suffered large
angle of scattering more than 90°. very few were deflected
back (θ = 1800).
Conclusions - Rutherford’s Atom Model
1) An atom has a lot of empty space, 2) The entire positive
charge and almost the entire mass of an atom is

concentrated in a small central core called ‘nucleus’, and 3) Negatively charged electrons are
present outside the nucleus.
Impact parameter (b): The impact parameter is the perpendicular distance of the initial velocity
vector of the α-particle from the centre of the nucleus.
In case of head-on collision (b=0), θ ≅ 1800 and or a large impact parameter, θ ≅ 0).
Distance of closest approach: It is the minimum distance between the α-particle and the centre of
the nucleus when the impact parameter is zero. There the K.E. is completely converted into P.E.
Drawbacks of Rutherford’s Atom Model: Failed to explain 1) the stability of atom & 2) the line
spectra.
Bohr’s Theory of Atom (Bohr’s postulates): 1. Stationary orbits: In a hydrogen atom, an electron
revolves in certain stable orbits (stationary orbits) without the emission of radiant energy.
2. Bohr’s quantisation condition: The electrons revolve around the nucleus only in those orbits
for which the angular momentum is an integral multiple of

h
2π

i.e., L =

nh
2π

3. Electronic transitions: An electron might make a transition from one of its specified nonradiating orbits to another of lower energy by emitting a photon of energy hν = Ei – Ef
Orbital velocity of the electron in the nth orbit of Hydrogen atom
v=

e2
2 π ε0 n h

Speed of electron in the first orbit (n = 1), v 0 =
In general, v n =

v0
n

or

vα

e2
6
=2.19 x 10 m/s
2 π ε0 h

1
n

Orbital radius of the electron in the nth orbit of Hydrogen atom

ε0 h 2
o
−11
i.e., a0 =
=0.529 A =5.3 x 10 m
2
π me

In general, r n=n2 a0

or

r α n2

Energy of the electron in the nth orbit of Hydrogen atom
Kinetic Energy = –Total Energy and
In general, En =

Potential Energy = 2 x Total Energy
−13.6
eV
n2

Energy required to transfer an electronfrom ground state to first excited state
Energy of ground state, E0 = - 13.6 eV
∴ Energy required, ΔE = E1 – E0

or

Energy of 1st excited state E1 = – 3.4 eV
ΔE = – 3.4 – (–13.6) = – 3.4 + 13.6 = 10.2 eV

Ionization energy: It is the minimum energy required to free the electron from the ground state of
an atom. (Minimum energy needed to transfer an electron from n = 1 to n = ∞ state)
The ionization energy of Hydrogen atom = E∞ – E0 = 0 – (–13.6) = + 13.6 = 13.6 eV
Energy level diagram of Hydrogen atom

Balmer fromula
It is an empirical formula for the wavelengths
of spectral lines emitted by Hydrogen atom.
1
1 1
=R [ 2 − 2 ]
λ
nf ni

where ‘R’ is

‘Rydberg constant’ (R = 1.097 x 107 m –1)
or

ν=Rc [

1 1
− ]
n 2f n2i

(c = νλ

∴ ν = c/λ)

de Broglie’s explanation of Bohr’s second postulate
2πr = nλ =
or L =

nh
2π

nh
nh
or mvr =
mv
2π

which is Bohr’s quantization condition

Limitations of Bohr Model
1. Is applicable only to hydrogenic
(single electron) atoms..
2. Gives no idea about relative
The electronic transitions in various
spectral series

intensities of spectral lines.

CHAPTER 13
NUCLEI
Atomic mass unit (amu or u): One amu is defined as 1/12 times mass of C12 atom.
Isotopes are the atoms of the same element having different mass numbers. Eg: 6 C 12, 6 C 14
Isobars are the atoms of different elements having same mass numbers. Eg: 1H3 & 2He3, 6C14 & 7N14
Isotones are the atoms with same number of neutrons. Eg: 1H3 and 2He4 (no. of neutrons = 2)
Relation between the radius (size) of the nucleus and mass number: R = R0 A1/3
where, R0 = a constant = 1.2 ×10 -15 m = 1.2 fm (femto meter)
Density of nucleus

= 2.3 × 10 17 kg/m3

(density of all nuclei is the same)

Einstein’s Mass – Energy relation: E = m c2 , where c = 3 × 108 m/s (speed of light in vacuum)
1 amu mass is equivalent to 931.5 MeV energy.
Mass defect (∆M): Mass defect is the difference between total mass of the nucleons and actual
mass of the nucleus.

i.e.,

∆M = [Z mp + (A – Z) mn ] – M

where Z – atomic number,

A – mass number, mp – mass of proton, mn – mass of neutron & M – Actual mass of nucleus
Binding energy (Eb): It is the energy equivalent to mass defect.

i.e., Eb = ∆M × 931.5 MeV

Binding energy per nucleon (Ebn): Binding energy per nucleon = Binding energy / Mass number
i.e.,

Ebn = Eb / A. The greater the binding energy per nucleon the more stable is the nucleus.

BE curve: It is a graph plotted with mass number along the

X-

axisand binding energy per nucleon along the Y-axis. Binding
energy per nucleon is maximum for A=56 (Iron), ~ 8.75MeV.
Nuclear fusion and nuclear fission on the basis of B.E. curve.
Lighter nuclei having low binding energy per nucleon
combine to form heavier nucleus, thereby increasing binding energy per nucleon and stability. This
process is called 'nuclear fusion'. Eg. Hydrogen bomb.
Nuclei having low binding energy per nucleon split into lighter nuclei, thereby increasing
the binding energy and stability. This process is called 'nuclear fission'. Eg. Atom bomb.
Radioactivity: is the disintegration of heavy nucleus by emitting radiations like α, β and γ.
Law of radioactive decay: It states that “the rate of disintegration at
any instant of time is directly proportional to the number of radioactive
atoms present in the sample at that instant”.

Derivation of the law of radioactive decay
We have,

dN
=–λN
dt

dN
= – λ dt
N

or

On integration and taking antilog,
or

N
= e– λt
N0

N = N0 e-λt which is the law of radioactive decay.

Define activity (R): Activity or the total decay rate of a
sample is the number of nuclei disintegrating per unit time.
i.e.,

R=

−dN
= λ N or R = R0 e – λt
dt

where R0 = λN0 SI unit of activity is becquerel (Bq). Another unit of activity is curie (Ci)
1 curie = 3.7 × 1010 decays per second = 3.7 × 1010 Bq.
Define Half life period (T 1⁄2): It is the time taken by any radioactive material to disintegrate half
its original amount. We have N = N0 e -λtsubstitutingt = T 1⁄2, N = N0/2 and taking reciprocal and
log,

we get T1⁄2 =

0.693
λ

Define average life or mean life (τ). Derive an equation for mean life
It is the time taken for the radioactive sample to disintegrate to 1/e times the initial amount.
We have N = N0 e -λt substituting t = τ, N = N0/e and taking reciprocal and log, we get τ =
Derive the relation between τ and T 1⁄2

1
λ

0.693
1
and τ =
∴ T 1⁄2 = 0.693 τ
λ
λ

We have, T1⁄2 =

Alpha decay: When a nucleus emits α –particle, the mass number decreases by 4 and the atomic
number decreases by 2. Its general representation is
Eg: 92U238

90

Z

XA

YA-4 + 2He4 + Energy

Z-2

Th234 + 2He4 + Energy

Beta decay: In β-decay a nucleus spontaneously emits an electron (β–decay) or a positron
(β+decay).

(β– - particle = electron & β+ - particle = positron)

a) β– decay

General representation of β– decay is
Eg:

15

Z

P32

XA
16

Z+1

YA + e–1 + υ + Energy

S32 + e–1 + υ + Energy

The atomic number increases by one and there is no change in the mass number.
b) β+ decay: General representation of β+ decay is
Eg: 11Na22

10

Z

XA

Z–1

YA + e+ + υ + Energy

Ne22 + e+ + υ + Energy

The atomic number decreases by one and there is no change in the mass number.

CHAPTER 14
SEMICONDUCTOR ELECTRONICS: MATERIALS, DEVICES AND
SIMPLE CIRCUITS
Classification of conductors ,semiconductors and insulators based on energy bands
Si (Silicon) and Ge (Germanium)
are important elemental
semiconductors.
Intrinsic semiconductors: Pure semiconductor is called ‘intrinsic semiconductor’.
Doping: The deliberate addition of a desirable impurity is called ‘doping’ .
Extrinsic semiconductors: Impure (doped) semiconductor is called ‘extrinsic semiconductor’.
n-type semiconductor: An extrinsic semiconductor doped with pentavalent impurity (donor
impurity) is known as ‘n-type semiconductor’. Here, electrons are the majority carriers and holes
the minority carriers.
p-type semiconductor: An extrinsic semiconductor doped with trivalent impurity (acceptor
impurity) is known as

‘p-type semiconductor’. Here, holes (positive charge) are the majority

carriers and electrons the minority carriers.
p-n junction (diode):
Depletion region: During the formation of the p-n junction, electrons from the n-side and holes
from the p-side, move towards the junction and neutralize each other. This small region near the
junction which has no free electrons and holes is called ‘depletion region’.
Potential Barrier: is the potential difference across the depletion region at the p-n junction.
Biasing of a diode: Applying a potential difference across the diode is called ‘biasing’.
i) forward biasing

ii) reverse biasing

V-I characteristics of a diode

V-I characteristics of a silicon diode
(a) forward characteristics

(b) reverse characteristics

Knee voltage (VK)
Breakdown

voltage

(Vbr)
Knee voltage: is the forward voltage after which the current through a diode increases rapidly.
Reverse breakdown voltage: is the reverse voltage at which the current increases rapidly.
APPLICATION OF JUNCTION DIODE: Rectifier- is a device which converts ac to dc and
this process is called ‘rectification’. The effieciency of a half-wave rectifier is only 40.6%.
Full wave rectifier: Rectifier which gives output during both the half cycles of the ac input.
Full-wave rectifier circuit

input ac and output waveforms

Each diode rectifies only for half the cycle, but the
two do so for alternate half cycles and current passes through XY. The efficiency of a half wave
rectifier is about 81.2% (which is double that of a half wave rectifier).
Special purpose p-n junction diodes
1. Optoelectronic junction devices: Semiconductor diodes in which carriers are generated by
photons (photo-excitation). Such devices are called ‘optoelectronic devices’.
(i) Photodiodes used for detecting
optical signal (photodetectors).

(ii) Light emitting diodes (LED) which
convert electrical energy into light.

Junction Transistor
Transistor is a semiconductor device formed by sandwiching one type of extrinsic
semiconductor between other type of extrinsic semiconductor. The 3 regions of a transistor are:
i) Collector: is moderately doped. It is larger in size than emitter, which is larger than base. This
segment collects a major portion of the majority carriers supplied by the emitter.
ii) Emitter: is of moderate size and heavily doped. It supplies a large number of majority carriers
for the current flow through the transistor. This is the segment on one side of the transistor.
Iii) Base: This is the central segment. It is very thin and lightly doped.
n-p-n transistor: contains p-type semiconductor p-n-p transistor: contains n-type semiconductor
sandwiched between two n-type semiconductors

sandwiched between two p-type semiconductors

For
a trransistor,
Basic transistor circuit configurations:

IE = IC + IB and IC ≈ IE

The 3 transistor configurations are:

1. Common Base (CB): Current gain  α =

Δ IC
Δ IE

2. Common Emitter (CE): Current gain  β=

Δ IC
Δ IB

3. Common Collector (CC):Current gain  γ =
and
Common emitter transistor characteristics

ΔIE
ΔIB

‘Input characteristics’ is the graph between input voltage (VBE) and input current (IB) at
constant VCE.

& ‘Output characteristics’ is the graph between output voltage (VCE ) and output

current (IC ) at constant input current (IB ).
Transistor as a device
1. Transistor as a switch: When a transistor is used in
the cut off or saturation state, it acts as a
switch.

If ‘Vi’ is low the transistor is not conducting, it is said to be
switched off and if ‘Vi’ is high enough to drive the transistor
into saturation, it is said to be switched on.
2. Transistor as an amplifier: Amplifiers are
used to amplify alternating signals.

When a

transistor is operated in the active region, it acts
as an amplifier. Δ I C =β x Δ I B
The power gain ‘Ap’ is Ap = βac × Av

Here, the o/p is 1800 out of phase with i/p.

3. Transistor as an oscillator:
It consists of an amplifier, a feedback
circuit and an LC oscillator circuit.

For self-sustained oscillation, a portion of the
amplified output power of an amplifier is fed
back to the input in phase with the starting
power (positive feedback).
Frequency of oscillation, f =

1
2 π √ LC

Logic gates: A ‘logic gate’ is a digital circuit that follows curtain logical relationship between the
input and output voltages. The 5 common logic gates used are NOT, AND, OR, NAND, NOR.
Each logic gate is indicated by a symbol and its function is defined by a ‘truth table’ which is a
table that shows all the possible input logic level combinations with their respective output logic
levels.

(1) NOT gate
Input

Output

A

Y

0

1

1

0

NAND gates and NOR gates are considered as ‘universal gates’ because you can obtain
all the gates like AND, OR, NOT by using them only.
Integrated Circuits (IC): 1. Small Scale Integration, SSI (logic gates < 10), 2. Medium Scale
Integration, MSI (logic gates < 100), 3. Large Scale Integration, LSI (logic gates < 1000), and 4.
Very Large Scale Integration, VLSI (logic gates > 1000).
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CHAPTER 15
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Every communication system has 3 essential elements: transmitter, medium/channel and
receiver. The block diagram of a general communication system is shown.

Point-to-point mode: Communication taking place between a single transmitter and a
single receiver. Eg: Telephony
Broadcast mode: Communication taking place between a large number of receivers corresponding
to a single transmitter. Eg: Radio and Television broadcasting.
Transducer: Any device that converts one form of energy into another. Eg. microphone.
Noise: refers to the unwanted signals that tend to disturb the transmission and processing
of message signals in a communication system.
Attenuation: is the loss of strength of a signal while propagating through a medium.
Amplification: It is the process of increasing the amplitude (and consequently the strength) of a
signal using an electronic circuit called the amplifier.
Range: is the largest distance between a source and a destination up to which the signal is
received with sufficient strength.
Bandwidth: refers to the frequency range over which an equipment operates or the portion of
the spectrum occupied by the signal.
Modulation: is the process of superimposing a low frequency message signal on a high frequency
carrier wave so as to transmit to long distances.
Amplitude Modulation (AM): Modulation in which the amplitude of the carrier wave is changed
in accordance with the amplitude of the message signal.
Demodulation: is he process of retrieval of information from the carrier wave at the receiver. This
is the reverse process of modulation.
Repeater: is a combination of a receiver and a transmitter. It picks up the signal from the
transmitter, amplifies and retransmits it to the receiver sometimes with a change in carrier
frequency. Repeaters are used to extend the range of a communication system. A communication
satellite is a repeater station in space.

Propagation of electromagnetic waves: An e.m.wave radiated from an antenna can be transmitted
through space in 3 ways:
1. Ground wave propagation: Propagation using an e.m.wave radiated from an antenna can be
transmitted along the ground (Ground wave)(500 kHz to 1500 kHz).
Advantages:1) Ground waves can be used to communicate between any two locations on the
earth, & 2) Ground waves are relatively unaffected by changing atmospheric conditions.
Disadvantages: 1) Ground waves require a relatively high transmission power, 2) They
require large antennas, and 3) Ground losses vary with surface material and composition.
2. Space or Tropospheric (Line-of-sight or LOS) wave propagation Propagation using an e.m.
wave radiated from an antenna can be transmitted directly in a straight line through the intervening
tropospheric space (Space wave or Tropospheric wave or Line-of-sight),
At frequencies above 40 MHz, communication is essentially limited to line-of-sight paths.
The distance to the horizon (Radio horizon of the transmitting antenna) is given by dT = √(2 R hT)
where ‘R’ is the radius of the earth (~ 6400 km) and ‘hT is the height of the transmitting
antenna. This is also the expression for the distance upto which the T.V. signals can directly be
received from a T.V. tower of height ‘hT’. Also,
Population covered = Population density x Area = Population density X (π dT2)
= Population density X (2π RhT)
The maximum line-of-sight distance ‘dM’ between the two antennas having heights ‘hT’ and
‘hR’ above the earth is given by

dM = √(2 R hT) + √(2 R hR)

3. Sky wave or Ionospheric propagation: Propagation using an e.m. wave radiated from an antenna
can be transmitted upwards in the sky followed by reflection from the ionosphere (Sky wave or
Ionospheric wave)(2 MHz to 20 MHz).
Necessity of modulation: Low frequency signal (= audio signal = modulating signal = message
signal = baseband signal) have a band width of about 20 kHz. Such low frequency signals cannot
be transmitted directly to long distances and hence need to be modulated.
Amplitude modulation (AM): It is
the process in which the amplitude
of the high frequency carrier wave
changes in accordance with the
instantaneous value of modulating
signal.

Modulation factor (Modulation index–m): is defined as the ratio of the change in the amplitude
of the carrier wave to the amplitude of the original carrier wave.
i.e.,

Modulationindex=

Changein amplitude of carrier wave
Amplitude of original carrier wave

Sideband frequencies and bandwidth:
Upper sideband frequency (USB) = (fc + fm)

or

m = Am/ Ac

Sideband frequencies (fc + fm) and (fc – fm)
Lower sideband frequency (LSB) = (fc – fm).

The difference of the highest and the lowest frequencies present in the AM wave is called its
“bandwidth”.

i.e., Bandwidth = (fc + fm) + (fc – fm) = 2 fm

Hence “bandwidth of an AM wave is twice

Frequency spectrum of sinusoidally AM wave

the frequency of the modulating signal.”
Advantages of amplitude modulation
1. Is an easier method.
2. Is simple and cheaper.
3. Requires low carrier frequencies, and 4) Larger coverage area than FM.
Disadvantages of AM: suffers from noise, poor quality of audio signal & low efficiency.
Production of amplitude modulated wave

Detection of AM wave

